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Chapter 1 : General 

1.1 Introduction 

An investigation of the crystal structure and the phase relationships in the Ce5Si4.,GeX 

system has been carried out. The crystal structures of the single phase intermetallics were 

characterized using X-ray powder diffraction and subsequent refinement employing the 

Rietveld analysis technique was performed. The intermetallic system was found to 

crystallize in three distinct crystal structures. The Ce&-based solid solution extends from 

x = 0 to x = 2.15 and it was found to crystallize in the well-known ZrsSid-type tetragonal 

structure. The germanium rich alloys, where 3.1 S x  S4, crystallized in the Sm~Ged-type 

orthorhombic structure. The crystal structure of the intermediate phase, when 2.35 <x < 

2.8, was found out to be of the Gd~Si2Ge2-type monoclinic structure. Microhardness tests 

were conducted on the samples in order to probe the trend in mechanical properties in this 

alloy system as a function of Ge concentration. 

The magnetic, thermal and magnetocaloric properties of the Ce5Si4-,GeX alloy system have 

been investigated for x = 0, 1 .O, 1.8, 2.5, 2.8, 3.5, 3.8 and 4.0. The phases with x = 0, 1 .O 

and 1.8 crystallize in the tetragonal Zr5Si4 structure and those with x = 2.5, 2.8 form in the 

Gd5Si2Ge2 - type monoclinic structure. The alloys with x = 3.5, 3.8 and 4.0 crystallize in 

the Sm5Ge4 - type orthorhombic structure. The Curie temperature of the tetragonal phases 

increases with increasing Ge content. The ordering temperatures of the monoclinic and 

orthorhombic phases remain nearly unaffected by the composition, with the Curie 

temperatures of the latter slightly higher than those of the former. All the alloys display 
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evidence of antiferromagnetic interactions in the ground state. The orthorhombic and the 

monoclinic alloys behave as ferromagnets whereas the Si-rich tetragonal phase acts more 

like an antiferromagnet at high fields (1 T and higher). The maximum isothermal magnetic 

entropy change occurs at - 11 K in the monoclinic and orthorhombic phases with the 

highest value being 14.7 Jikg.K for Ce5Ge4 for a field change of 10 T which is considered 

moderate. 

1.2 Thesis Organization 

The experimental research conducted on the Ce5Si4.,GeX system has been comprehensively 

discussed in the chapters 2 and 3. Chapter 2 is about to be submitted as a paper to the 

Journal of Alloys and Compounds whereas chapter 3 will be submitted as a paper to the 

Journal of Magnetism and Magnetic Materials. 

Chapter 2 starts with a brief introduction on the R5Si4.,Ge, system and the importance of 

their crystallographic data to understand their physical properties followed by the relevance 

of the present research. The details on the synthesis and characterization of Ce5Si4.,GeX 

system follow. The comprehensive structural data on the Ce5Si4.,GeX system determined 

through X-ray powder diffiaction technique are reported. Based on the former, the phase 

relationships present in the pseudo-binary Ce5Si4-CesGe4 system are described. Lastly, the 

trends in mechanical properties of the Ce5Si4.,GeX alloys that have been probed for the first 

time are reported. 

Chapter 3 deals with the magnetic and magnetothermal properties of the Ce5Si4.,GeX alloys. 

After a brief introduction, the magnetization versus temperature behavior of several alloys 
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in this system is reported. From this data, the Curie temperatures, effective magnetic 

moments and paramagnetic Curie temperatures for the alloys are calculated. Then, the 

isothermal magnetization behavior for a few alloys is reported. The next section deals with 

the collection and analysis of heat capacity data for several alloys in this alloy system. 

Finally, the magnetic entropy change and adiabatic temperature change are numerically 

calculated from the heat capacity data for various field changes. A comparison of the 

magnetic entropy change computed from the magnetization and heat capacity data 

concludes the chapter. 

1.3. Background and Literature Review 

1.3.1 Thermodynamic and magnetic properties 

The magnetocaloric effect (MCE) was first discovered in iron by Warburg in 1881 [l]. It 

occurs as a change in temperature of a magnetic material when subjected to an adiabatic 

change of magnetic field. The effect is detected either directly as the adiabatic temperature 

change (ATTad) or indirectly as the magnetic entropy change (Asmad due to the magnetic 

field change (AH). 

When a magnetic field is applied to a magnetic material, the unpaired spins partially 

comprising the material’s magnetic moment are aligned parallel to the magnetic field. This 

spin ordering lowers the magnetic entropy of the system since magnetic disorder has 

decreased. To compensate for the reduction of magnetic entropy in an adiabatic process (AS 

= 0), the atoms of the material begin to vibrate, increasing the vibrational component of the 

entropy of the system. In doing so, the temperature of the material increases. Conversely, in 
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the absence of a field, the spins can return to their more chaotic, higher entropy states, and 

one then observes a decrease in the material’s temperature. 

The thermodynamics of the MCE in a ferromagnetic material near its Curie temperature is 

illustrated in Figure 1.1. The total entropy of a magnetic material at constant pressure, S (T, 

H), is a function of both the magnetic field strength H and the absolute temperature T. It is 

defined as the sum of the magnetic entropy SM, the lattice entropy Sh,, and the electronic 

entropy SEI contributions: 

Here, only the magnetic entropy is of interest as the change of lattice entropy Sbt  and 

electronic entropy SEI with magnetic field are negligible compared with magnetic entropy, 

provided the crystal structure of the material remains unchanged. 

When the magnetic field is applied adiabatically (Le. when the total entropy of the system 

remains constant during the change of magnetic field) in a reversible process, the 

magnetocaloric effect expressed as the adiabatic temperature rise, ATTad, can be visualized as 

the isentropic difference between the corresponding S (T, H) functions as shown in Figure 

1.1 by the horizontal arrow. The MCE can also be expressed by means of the isothermal 

magnetic entropy change, ASM, when the magnetic field is applied isothermally. In the 

latter case it is equal to the isothermal difference between the corresponding S (T, H) 

functions as shown in Figure 1.1 by the vertical arrow. Therefore, ATad and ASM represent 

the two quantitative characteristics of the magnetocaloric effect. Further, it can be noted 
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that both ATad and A&, are functions of the initial temperature, To, before the magnetic 

field is altered. 

I 
Temperature, T (K) 

Fig 1.1. The S-T diagram schematically illustrating the thermodynamics of MCE. 

At equilibrium, the ATad and ASlYl are related to the magnetization (M), magnetic field 

strength (H), heat capacity at constant pressure (C), and the absolute temperature by one of 

the fundamental Maxwell’s equations as follows [2]: 

Integrating the above equation for an isothermal-isobaric process, 

Let us consider the total entropy of the system S (T, H, P). Its total differential can be 

written as: 
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where, P is the pressure. For an isobaric-adiabatic process, both the left hand side and the 

third term of equation (1.4) are zero. Combining equation (1.4) with the Maxwell equation 

(1.2) and noting that C(T, H) = T , the infinitesimal adiabatic temperature rise can 

be expressed as 

The value of the adiabatic temperature change can be obtained by integrating the above 

equation 

All the above equations are obtained using the general principles of thermodynamics and 

can be used to describe the magnetocaloric effect on a macroscopic scale. On a microscopic 

scale a simple model can be derived in the framework of the MFA (mean field 

approximation) using statistical and quantum mechanical theory. In this model the magnetic 

moment is given by [3] 
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where N is the number of atoms in the system, MJ = a p ~ J  (J is the total angular momentum 

quantum number, p~ is the Bohr magneton, and gr is the gyromagnetic ratio), and 

BJ(MJH/ICBT) is the Brillouin function. When kBT>> MJH the above equation leads to the 

Curie law: 

M = (UT)  H (l.8a) 

where C= Npe2gr2J(J +l)/ 3 k ~  is the Curie constant. 

In MFA, the magnetization equation (1.8a) in the paramagnetic region takes the form of the 

Curie-Weiss law [3]: 

M = (UT-Tc) H (1.8b) 

where Tc is the Curie temperature given by 

NM& 
Tc = 

3kB 

M,ff = gJ (J(J + 1))”2 p~g is the effective magnetic moment of an atom, and CY is the mean 

field constant. 

The magnetic entropy, SM, which can be changed by variation of the magnetic field, 

temperature and other thermodynamic parameters, is an important characteristic of a 

magnetic material. SM and A& are closely related with the MCE values and the magnetic 

contribution to the heat capacity. Using the Maxwell equation and the free energy 

expression from statistical theory, one can obtain [4] 
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where x = - M J H  . When x << 1, which is generally satisfied under normal experimental 
k J  

conditions, the above equation can be simplified for a paramagnet as [5] 

ln(2J+l)---- 
2 T  “‘I (1.lla) 

For a ferromagnet above its Curie temperature an analogous equation can be written: 

(1.llb) 

In a completely disordered state (H = 0, T -15 w) the second term in the above equations (1 

.11) approaches zero and the magnetic entropy of the system with localized magnetic 

moments reaches its maximum value 

where R is the universal gas constant. This value represents the theoretical upper limit of 

the entropy that can be utilized in the MCE from a complete disorder to a perfect magnetic 

order. The magnetic entropy associated with magnetic ordering varies from -60% to -90% 

of this theoretical limit. Part of the missing entropy is associated with spin fluctuations (5% 
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to 15%) above Tc, while crystalline electric field effects (CEF) may account for a major 

portion of the rest of missing entropy [6] .  

Using the equations for the Curie-Weiss law, equation (1.8) the values of ASM for a 

paramagnet and a ferromagnet above Tc can be calculated respectively as: 

1 C A ( H ~ )  hs, =-- 
2 T 2  

1 C A ( H ~ )  
2 ( T - T ~ ) ~  

hs, s-- 

(1.13a) 

(1.13b) 

where A(H2) = H: - HI’. As one can see from the above equations large values of A S M  are 

expected in magnetic materials with large M,ff and in a temperature range close to 0 K for 

paramagnets and close to Tc for ferromagnets. 

In paramagnets, the lattice contribution to the heat capacity is negligibly small at 

temperatures close to absolute zero. At higher temperatures where the lattice heat capacity 

of the paramagnet is large, the small generated MCE heat is absorbed by the lattice degrees 

of freedom of the solid and practically no temperature change can be observed. In 

ferromagnets the two opposing forces -the ordering force due to exchange interaction of 

the magnetic moments and the disordering force of the lattice thermal vibrations - are 

approximately balanced near the Tc. Hence, the isothermal application of a magnetic field 

produces a much greater increase in the magnetization (Le. an increase in magnetic order 

and consequently, a decrease in magnetic entropy, ASM) near the Curie point than far away 

from it. The effect of magnetic field above and below Tc is significantly reduced because 
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only the paramagnetic response of the magnetic lattice can be achieved for T>> Tc, and for 

T << Tc the spontaneous magnetization is already close to saturation and can not be 

increased much more. 

In the ferromagnetic state, the calculation of magnetic entropy change, A&,, can be done by 

solving the magnetization equation (1.7), then using the Maxwell equation (1.2), and 

equation (1.3) to obtain A&,. Since equation (1.7) has only numerical solution, the 

integration in equation (1.3) can be done only numerically. 

1.3.2 Magnetic refrigeration 

More than 40 years after its discovery, the practical use of magnetocaloric effect was 

suggested independently by Debye [7] and Giauque [8] to reach ultra-low temperatures in a 

process called adiabatic demagnetization. This was a simple one step cooling process. Since 

the 1950’s a few continuous magnetic refrigerators operating at various temperatures from 

-1 to -30 K have been constructed and tested. But most were inefficient and were run for 

only a few days at most. 

Recently a study by Astronautics Corporation of America and the Ames Laboratory has 

proven that sub-room temperature active magnetic regenerator magnetic refrigeration is 

indeed, energy efficient and is competitive with the gas compression technology [9]. The 

demonstration unit uses Gd as the regeneratorlrefrigerant. A record cooling power of 600 

Watts in a field of 5 T was obtained, which is 100 times better than previous near room 

temperature magnetic refrigerators. Its efficiency approaches 60% of Camot efficiency at 5 
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T with a coefficient of performance (which is defined as cooling power divided by input 

power) approaching 15. The maximum temperature span reached is 38 K. 

Materials used in magnetic refrigerators should be soft ferromagnetic materials with large 

MCE and appropriate ordering temperature. Soft magnetic materials are used to reduce the 

hysteresis losses. A large MCE value will increase COP of the refrigerator. Most of the 

research on the MCE has been associated with materials ordering from -4 to -77 K for 

applications such as helium and hydrogen liquefaction, or materials ordering near room 

temperature for applications such as conventional air conditioning and refrigeration. 

1.3.3 The R5Si4-xGex system 

A number of binary and ternary intermetallic systems have been studied for their MCE 

properties. However, it is the R5Si4,GeX ternary system, (where R = a rare earth element) 

that has been the most investigated following the discovery of the giant MCE (GMCE) in 

GdsSizGez in 1997 [lo]. The interest in these alloy systems is not only due to the GMCE, 

but also due to a number of other extraordinary features observed in these compounds, such 

as a colossal magnetostriction and giant magnetoresistance [ 111. These unusual behaviors 

are due to a coupled magnetic-structural first order transition in which slabs of a definite 

arrangement of R and T atoms shift -0.5 A with respect to one another along the a-axis 

when the material transforms under the influence of temperature, magnetic field or pressure 

[12]-[14]. This shift gives rise to a -1% volume change at the first order magnetic transition 

(FOMT). The phenomenon, which gives rise to the GMCE, is the transformation that 

occurs on application of a magnetic field from the paramagnetic monoclinic Gd5SizGez- 
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type structure to the ferromagnetic orthorhombic GdsSi4-type structure. An interesting 

feature of these transformations is that the T-T bonds (where T = Si or Ge) between the 

slabs are totally absent in the Sm~Ge4-type structure, they are absent between alternate slabs 

in the Gd~SizGez-type structure and they are present between all of the slabs in the Gd&- 

type structure [ l l ] ,  [13]. Another interesting feature is that the FOMT temperature in the 

RsSi4.,GeX is strongly dependent on the Si:Ge ratio. 

1.3.3.1 Gd&d.xGex system 

The crystal structures and lattice parameters of GdsSi4 and GdsGe4 were first reported by 

Smith et al. [15, 161. They reported that both the terminal alloys crystallized in the SmsGe4- 

type orthorhombic structure [17]. However, a year later Holtzberg et al. [18] suggested that 

an incomplete solid solubility in the GdsSi4 - GdSGe4 system indicated that these alloys are 

not isostructural. Further, they provided the data on the magnetic properties of the heavy 

lanthanide based binary silicides and germanides - R5T4, where R=Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho and Er 

and T = Si or Ge. They reported that all the silicides ordered ferromagnetically whereas the 

germanides ordered antiferromagnetically. It was noticed that GdsSi4 had the highest 

ferromagnetic ordering temperature at Tc=340 K and further, the Curie temperature 

decreased as they moved on through the heavier silicides. In contrast, there was no definite 

trend observed in the antiferromagnetic ordering temperatures of the germanides. GdSGe4 

was reported to have two NCel temperatures at 15 and 47 K. However, recent works by [19- 

241 indicate that, indeed, GdsGe4 has a NCel temperature at 128 K. Another observation 

made by Holtzberg et al. was that the replacement of a small amount of Ge by Si in Gd~Ge4 
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produces a solid solution that is ferromagnetic at low temperatures and transforms to an 

antiferromagnetic state before becoming paramagnetic. 

There was not much progress made in the investigation of Gd5Si4.,GeX alloys in the 30 

years that followed their discovery. In 1997, Pecharsky et al. [lo] discovered the presence 

of the giant-magnetocaloric effect in the GdsGe2Siz alloy. This breakthrough along with the 

work by Zimm et a1.[25], which established that magnetic refrigeration utilizing the 

magnetocaloric effect (MCE) of Gd metal is technically feasible, triggered off a series of 

studies on the structural, magnetic and electrical properties of the Gd&.,Ge, system. The 

MCE effect observed in the GdsGezSiz alloy exceeded the reversible (with respect to an 

alternating magnetic field) MCE in any known magnetic material and hence came to be 

known as the giant MCE (GMCE). Further, they also observed that as Ge was substituted 

for Si in the GdsSi~Gez alloy, the Curie temperature was lowered and the GMCE effect 

even increased [26]. 

Immediately afterwards, the phase relationships present in the Gd&.,Ge, alloy system 

were reported by Pecharsky et al. [12]. Refinements to this pseudobinary phase diagram 

were made by Morellon et al. [14] and Pecharsky et al. [27]. It is now well known that the 

Si-rich phases crystallize in the orthorhombic GdsSi4 -type structure when x 11.7 and order 

ferromagnetically through a second order transition. The germanium based alloys which 

form in the orthorhombic Sm5Ge4 -type crystal structure when x 22.8, have two ordering 

temperatures. While cooling, the first transition that occurs at -130 K is a second order 

transition from paramagnetic to antiferromagnetic state. This transition temperature is 

nearly independent of composition. The second transition, which occurs at much lower 
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temperatures, is a first order transformation with a crystal structure change from SmsGe4 to 

Gd5Si4 -type coupled with a magnetic transition from the antiferromagnetic to 

ferromagnetic state. The intermediate alloys, which form in the Gd~Si2Gez-type monoclinic 

structure, have been the most investigated alloys due to their unique structural and magnetic 

transitions. The Gd5Si4.,Gex system is unique in more than one way in that its MCE is 

much higher than Gd [lo] and the temperature at which the MCE occurs can be tuned from 

20 to 290 K by adjusting the Si to Ge ratio in Gd5Si4.,Gex [26]. The giant magnetocaloric 

effect in Gd5Si4.,GeX is accompanied with a first-order magnetic transition. The magnetic 

transition occurs along with a first order structural transition from a paramagnetic 

monoclinic to a ferromagnetic orthorhombic symmetry when 2 S x  S3.04 [12]. This first- 

order magnetic (structural) phase transition which can be stimulated by an applied magnetic 

field produces a giant magnetoresistance (GMR) and a large magnetostriction effect [28, 

291. Therefore, these alloys can be used in applications that demand magnetostrictive and 

magnetoresistive transducers by efficiently engineering the composition and controlling the 

field, temperature and pressure. 

The effect of different alloying elements substituting for the nonmagnetic Si and Ge in the 

GdsSi2Gez alloy was examined by Pecharsky et al. [30]. They discovered that small 

amounts (-0.33 at.%) of Ga additions increased the Curie temperature from 276 K to 285 K 

without altering the MCE value. However, larger quantities of Ga led to a significant 

reduction in the MCE, even though the Curie temperature continued to rise. Alloy additions 

of 3d-metals (Fe, Co, Ni and Cu) and p-elements (C, Al) also reduced the MCE in 

Gd~SizGez due to the changes in the, thermodynamic nature of the magnetic phase 
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transformations. In general, alloying additions raise the Curie temperature of the parent 

Gd5Si2Ge2 alloy. 

The magnetic and electrical properties of the GdsSid.,Ge, alloys are elaborated in Refs 

[28,29,3 1-34]. The spontaneous generation of voltage has been observed during the first- 

order magnetic-martensitic' phase transition in this alloy system [33]. The thermoelectric 

power was considered to be the major contributor to this effect. 

1.3.3.2 Tb&d-xGex systern 

Following GdsSL.,Ge,, the most studied system is perhaps the Tb5Si4.,GeX system. Initial 

examination by Smith et al. [16] revealed that both Tb5Si4 and Tb~Ge4 had the 

orthorhombic SrnsGe4-type crystal structure. Soon afterwards, Holtzberg et al. [ 181 reported 

that Tb~Si4 orders ferromagnetically at -225 K. This ferromagnetic-paramagnetic phase 

transition was later confirmed by S e r d m  et al. [35]. In striking contrast, TbsGe4 orders in 

a complex canted-antiferromagnetic structure at its N k l  temperature (TN) of 91 K [36]. 

Recently, Ritter et al. [37] revealed a spin reorientation in TbsGe4 that occurs below its TN 

without any change in the crystal structure. Such a second magnetic transition (spin 

reorientation) was discovered below the Curie temperature (Tc) of Tb& also by Spichkin 

et al. [38]. As far as the alloy system with R = Tb is concerned, the main highlight have 

been the alloys with the intermediate Si/Ge composition that crystallize in the GdsSi~Gez- 

type monoclinic structure [13], notably, TbsSizGez, which undergoes a first order magnetic 

transition from monoclinic paramagnetic to an orthorhombic canted-ferromagnetic state at 

100 K on heating. The values of MCE effect observed for the monoclinic phases are nearly 
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twice than that observed for the terminal alloys (Tb& and TbsGe4) [39, 401. The reason 

for this is that the magnetic transition that occurs in the monoclinic phases is a first order 

transformation whereas those that take place in the silicide and germanide phases are of a 

second order. 

The strong coupling between the crystallographic and magnetic degrees of freedom in the 

Tb5Si4.,GeX system was experimentally established in Ref [37]. 

1.3.3.3 Nd,Sid-,Ge, system 

The first report of MCE in Nd5SizGez was given by Thuy et a1 [41]. They reported a Curie 

temperature of 110 K and a A& of 6 J/kg.K for a field change of 5T for the above alloy. A 

year later, the magnetic structures of NdsSi4 and Nd~Ge4 were studied by Cadogan et a1 

[42]. Their research revealed that both the alloys had canted magnetic structures with net 

antiferromagnetism in one plane and ferromagnetism in the direction perpendicular to that 

plane. More specifically, Nd5Si.l was observed to be antiferromagnetic in the tetragonal 

basal plane and ferromagnetic along the c-axis and Nd5Ge4 was antiferromagnetic along the 

orthorhombic b- and c-axis and ferromagnetic along the a-axis. 

Soon afterwards, the phase relationships present in the NdsSi4.,GeX system were reported 

by Yang et al. [43]. According to their report, the Nd5S4.,Gex system crystallized in 4 

distinct crystal structures - Zr&&p tetragonal, GdsSi4-type orthorhombic, GdsSizGe2- 

type monoclinic and Sm5Ge4-type orthorhombic - depending upon the concentration of Ge. 

The same authors also reported on the structure dependence of magnetic properties of 

Nd5Si2.8Ge1.2 and Nd5Si2Gez [44]. They observed that heat treatment at 1273 K for 2 weeks 
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not only altered the crystal structure of the arc-melted samples, but also brought about a 

marked difference in their magnetic properties. In general, the samples with the GdsSi4-type 

crystal structure exhibited the highest Curie temperatures whereas those with GdsSizGez- 

type crystal structure had considerably lower ordering temperatures. Their experimental 

results on magnetic properties of the above alloys indicated that all the magnetic transitions 

were primarily of a second order. 

Recently, a coupled magnetic-structural transformation was discovered in the Nd5Si2.4Ge1.6 

alloy by Magen et al. [45]. They noticed that this alloy, which exhibits a monoclinic 

Gd~SizGez-type paramagnetic state at room temperature, transformed to a low-temperature 

orthorhombic GdsSi4-type ferromagnetic structure on cooling at 68 K. They further 

reported a maximum ASM of 25 Jkg.K for this alloy which occurs at its Curie temperature 

of 75 K for a field change of 5T. This value is comparable to the MCE observed in Gd and 

Tb alloy systems. A discussion in terms of the role of the interstitial impurities in pinning 

the shear movement of the slabs and the subsequent structural transformation was also 

provided by the authors. 

1.3.3.4 Pr~Si4-~Ge, system 

Studies conducted on this alloy system were restricted to lattice parameters of silicides and 

germanides till 2002 when first detailed reports of their crystal structure along with the 

phase relationships present in this system were reported by Yang et al. [46]. They 

confirmed that the PrsSi4 alloy crystallizes in the ZrsSid-type tetragonal structure and the 
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PrjGe4 alloy crystallizes in the SmsGe4-type orthorhombic structure. They further noticed 

that the intermediate solid solution crystallized in the GdjSizGeZ-type structure. 

A year later, they reported on the magnetic properties of the Pr~Si4.,Ge, system [47]. Their 

studies revealed that the magnetic transitions occurring in all the alloys in this system 

follow a second order transformation. Further, unlike the heavier lanthanide systems, there 

seemed to be no trend in the Curie temperatures of the alloy system with respect to their 

crystal structures. However, within each phase region, the Curie temperatures showed 

varying trends. In the monoclinic phase region, the TC of the alloys remained practically 

constant irrespective of the Ge composition, whereas in the germanide based alloy region 

with the SmjGe&pe crystal structure, the Curie temperatures decreased uniformly with 

increase in Ge concentration. The authors argued that the Curie temperatures of the alloys 

varied inversely as the average distance between the magnetic Pr atoms in the solid 

solution. However, this trend does not hold in the silicide based solid solution region where 

Tc increased along with increase in the average distance between the Pr atoms. 

Clearly, the light lanthanide systems behave quite anamolously with respect to the heavy 

lanthanide systems. The fundamental factors responsible for the difference in their physical 

and structural properties still remain to be discovered. 
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1.4. Experimental Procedures 

1.4.1 Sample preparation 

Alloys with the nominal compositions Ce&.,Gex, where x= 0, 1, 1.8, 1.9, 2, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 

2.5,2.8, 3, 3.5, 3.8 and 4, were prepared by arc melting the stoichiometric mixtures of pure 

components on a water-cooled copper hearth under argon atmosphere. The cerium was 

prepared by the Materials Preparation Center of the Ames Laboratory and the metal was 

99.95 wt.% pure with the following major impurities (in wt.%): 0 - 0.0023, N - 0.0011, C 

- 0.0017, Si - 0.018 and Fe - 0.0010, The silicon and germanium, purchased from CERAC 

Inc, were at least 99.9995 wt.% pure. The alloys made in the form of buttons - each 

weighing approximately 15g - were melted 6 times with turning them over after each 

melting to ensure homogeneity. The weight losses were small (-0.2 wt. %), and hence, the 

compositions of the alloys were accepted as weighed. All the alloys were lustrous and 

crystalline and had varying levels of brittleness depending upon the composition. None of 

the alloys were subjected to any heat treatment. 

1.4.2 X-ray measurements 

X-ray powder diffraction was used to confirm the purity of the phases and to determine the 

lattice parameters of all the alloys. Samples were prepared by grinding the alloys into 

powder using a mortar and pestle. This powder was then dusted on a greased microscope 

slide which was attached to the diffractometer sample holder. The X-ray powder diffraction 

data were collected on an automated Scintag powder diffractometer using Cu-Ka radiation 
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over a 26' range of 20" - 80" with a step size of 0.02". Rietveld analysis of the experimental 

X-ray data was carried out using the LHPM Rietica software [48]. 

I .4.3 Mechanical property measurements 

The microhardness tests were performed on a Wilson-Tukon model 200 using a Vickers 

diamond pyramid indenter under a load of 1 kgf. The samples were first polished using Sic  

emery down to a 600-grade surface finish and then on a 1-micron diamond grinding slurry 

before the microhardness tests were carried out. For each sample, the microhardness values 

were calculated using the average diagonal length (d) obtained by averaging at least 5 

impressions. The elastic modulii of CeSGe4 and Ce5Sil 5Ge2.5 were estimated through 

ultrasonic measurements. 

1.4.4 Magnetization measurements 

Magnetic measurements were performed on a Quantum Design SQUID magnetometer 

which has an accuracy of -0.1% and can measure magnetic properties down to 1.7 K. The 

magnetization as a function of temperature was measured at field strengths of 0.01, 1 and 5 

T. The samples were zero-field-cooled (ZFC) from 350 K and then measurement was 

carried out with warming the sample in the field up to 400 K and subsequent field cooling 

down to 1.7 K. The isothermal dc magnetic measurements on ZFC samples were carried 

out between 0 and 7 T. 

The magnetocaloric effect was computed numerically from the magnetization isotherms by 

integrating the Maxwell equation using the trapezoidal rule [49]. 
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where T,, = (Tu + T$2 is the average of the temperatures of the two neighboring magnetic 

isotherms measured at T, and TI, dT = Tu - TI, is the temperature difference between the 

two isotherms, 6Hi is the magnetic field step within each isotherm, and n is the number of 

points measured for each of the isotherm. For a constant magnetic field step, 6H1 = 6Hk = 

6H, = 6H. 

1.4.5 Heat capacity measurements 

The heat capacities at constant pressure as a h c t i o n  of temperature were measured using a 

semi-adiabatic heat-pulse calorimeter under various fields. The heat capacity and the 

entropy are related by the following equation 

Hence, the total entropy can be obtained by numerically integrating the above equation [49] 
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Here H represents the magnetic field, and n is the number of heat capacity data points 

collected between TI and T,. The term C(TI)H accounts for the missing heat capacity data 

between the lowest temperature of the experiment, TI and T = 0 K assuming that C(T=O)" 

=O. 

Once the total entropy functions S(T)H, and S(T)H~ are known, the ASM(T)AH can be 

calculated as the isothermal difference and the ATad(T)~~ is calculated as the isentropic 

difference between the S(T) and S(T)H, functions: 
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Abstract: 

An investigation of the crystal structure and the phase relationships in the Ce5Si4.,GeX 

system has been carried out. The crystal structures of the single phase intermetallics were 

characterized using X-ray powder diffraction and subsequent refinement employing the 

Rietveld analysis technique was performed. The intermetallic system was found to 

crystallize in three distinct crystal structures. The CesSi4-based solid solution extends from 

x = 0 to x = 2.15 and it was found to crystallize in the well-known Zr&-type tetragonal 

structure. The germanium rich alloys, where 3.1 <x 1 4 ,  crystallize in the Srn~Ge4-type 

orthorhombic structure. The crystal structure of the intermediate phase, when 2.35 <x 1 

2.8, was found to be isostructural with the GdsSizGez-type monoclinic structure. 

Microhardness tests were conducted on the samples in order to probe the trends in 

mechanical properties in this alloy system as a function of Ge concentration. 

* To be submitted as a paper to the Journal of Alloys and Compounds 
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2. I Introduction 

The rare earth 5:4 silicides and germanides were first discovered in 1966 by Smith et a1 [l]. 

According to their next report [2], the R5Si4 phases where R= La, Ce, Pr and Nd, crystallize 

in the tetragonal Zr5Si4-type structure [3], and those with R=Sm, Gd, Tb, Dy, Er and Y 

have the SmsGed-type structure [4], while all the RsGe4 @=La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd, Tb, 

Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, Lu and Y) compounds form the orthorhombic Sm~Ged-type structure. 

However, crystallographic characterization was limited to unit cell dimensions and the 

detailed structural data for most of these alloy systems were not available until 30 years 

after their discovery. 

The discovery of the giant magnetocaloric effect (GMCE) in the Gd5Si4.,Gex system by 

Pecharsky and Gschneidner [5] and the subsequent work by Zimm et al. [6], which 

established that magnetic refrigeration utilizing the magnetocaloric effect (MCE) of Gd 

metal is technically feasible, served as the prime factors that renewed the interest in the 

study of the structural, magnetic and transport properties of other R - Si - Ge systems. The 

GMCE arises due to the first order magnetic/crystallographic phase transition near the 

Curie temperature. The Curie temperature is strongly dependent on the alloy composition 

and its first order nature is preserved even at high magnetic fields, 

The Gd5Si4.,Ge, system is quite unique in that its near room temperature MCE properties 

are much improved when compared to those of Gd [5] and the temperature at which the 

giant MCE occurs can be easily tuned from 20 to 290 K by adjusting the Si to Ge ratio in 

Gd5Si4.,GeX [7]. The magnetic ordering-disordering transition occurs along with a first 
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order structural transformation 6-om a paramagnetic monoclinic to a ferromagnetic 

Orthorhombic state when 2 S x  S 3.04 [8,9]. This first-order magnetostructural phase 

transition, which can be triggered by an applied magnetic field [lo], also produces a giant 

magnetoresistance (GMR) and a colossal magnetostriction effects. Therefore, these alloys 

have a potential for applications in magnetostrictive transducers [ 111 and magnetoresistive 

read heads by efficiently engineering the composition of the material and controlling the 

magnetic field, temperature and pressure. 

Following Gd~Si4.,Ge,, the most studied system is perhaps the TbsSi4,Gex system. Initial 

examination by Smith et al. [2] revealed that both Tb& and TbSGe4 had the orthorhombic 

Sm~Ge4-type crystal structure. However, soon afterwards, Holtzberg et al. [12] proposed 

that the silicide and germanide phases may not be isostructural. They further revealed that 

TbsSi4 orders ferromagnetically at -225 K. This ferromagnetic-paramagnetic phase 

transition was later confirmed by Serdyuk et al. [13]. In striking contrast, TbsGe4 orders in 

a complex canted-antiferromagnetic structure at its NCel temperature (TN) of 91 K [14]. 

Recently, Ritter et al. [lS] revealed a spin reorientation in Tb~Ge4 that occurs below its TN 

without any change in the crystal structure. Similar magnetic transition (spin reorientation) 

was reported below the Curie temperature (Tc) of Tb& also by Spichkin et al. [16]. As far 

as the alloy system with R=Tb is concerned, the main interest have been in the alloys with 

the intermediate Si/Ge composition that crystallize in the GdSSizGez-type monoclinic 

structure [9], notably, TbSSizGez, which undergoes a first order magnetic transition fiom 

paramagnetic to ferromagnetic state at 100 K on heating. 
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In both of these materials, (Gd5Si4.,GeX and Tb5S4.,Gex) the magnetic transitions 

responsible for the GMCE are accompanied by changes in the crystal structure. Thus, it is 

only logical to conclude that the magnetic and structural degrees of freedom are coupled in 

many of the R5Si4.,Gex compounds. It has been proposed that the GMCE in the Gd5Si2Ge2, 

which is the result of a simultaneous structural and magnetic transition, is linked to a 

peculiar change in the Si/Ge-Si/Ge bonding [9, 171. Hence, detailed information about the 

crystal structures of the R5Si4.,Gex compounds is essential in order to understand their 

physical properties. 

In this regard, the structural and phase relationships in the Nd and Pr systems were recently 

reported by Yang et a1 [18, 191. The Nd5Si4.,GeX system exhibits 4 different crystal 

structures - ZrsSid-type tetragonal for 0 <x S0.7, GdsSG-type orthorhombic when 1.1 S x  

51.4, Gd5Si2Ge2-type monoclinic in the region where 1.8 I x  52.65 and SmsGe4-type 

orthorhombic for 2.9 S x  54. The Pr&,Ge, alloy system crystallizes in the Zr5Si4-type 

tetragonal in the Si-rich region (x I 1.35), GdsSi2Ge2-type monoclinic for intermediate 

Si/Ge compositions (1.65 I x I 2 . 6 )  and SmsGe4-type orthorhombic phase in the 

germanium rich alloys (x 22.9). It is of interest to note the absence of the GdsSi4-type 

orthorhombic structure in this system. Since Ce neighbors Pr in the periodic table, we can 

expect some similarities between Ce5Si4.,Gex and Pr,SL,Ge, alloy systems. On the other 

hand, some Ce-based compounds are known to exhibit mixed valence states, and hence, 

considerable differences in phase relationships among these two systems may also be 

expected. This paper presents the results of an experimental study on the structural 

properties and the phase relationships of CesSi4.,Gex alloys where 0 I x 2 4. 
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2.2 Experimental Details 

Alloys with the nominal compositions CesSi4.,Ge,, where x= 0, 1, 1 .E, 1.9, 2, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 

2.5,2.8, 3, 3.5, 3.8 and 4, were prepared by arc melting the stoichiometric mixtures ofpure 

components on a water-cooled copper hearth under argon atmosphere. The cerium was 

prepared by the Materials Preparation Center of the Ames Laboratory and the metal was 

99.95 wt.% pure with the following impurities (in wt.%): 0 - 0.0023, N - 0.0011, C - 

0.0017, Si - 0.018 and Fe - 0.0010. The silicon and germanium, purchased from CERAC 

Inc, were at least 99.9995 wt.% pure. The alloys made in the form of buttons - each 

weighing approximately 15g - were melted 6 times with turning them over after each 

melting to ensure homogeneity. The weight losses were small (-0.2 wt. %), and hence, the 

compositions of the alloys were accepted as weighed. All the alloys were lustrous and 

crystalline and had varying levels of brittleness depending upon the composition. None of 

the alloys were subjected to any heat treatment. 

The X-ray powder diffraction data were collected on an automated Scintag powder 

diffractometer using Cu-Ka radiation over a 26 range of 20" - 80" with a step size of 0.02". 

Rietveld analysis of the experimental X-ray data was carried out using the LHPM Rietica 

software [20]. The microhardness tests were performed on a Wilson-Tukon model 200 

using a Vickers diamond pyramid indenter under a load of 1 kgf. The samples were first 

polished using Sic  emery down to a 600-grade surface finish and then on a 1-micron 

diamond grinding slurry before the microhardness tests were carried out. For each sample, 

the microhardness values were calculated using the average diagonal length (d) obtained by 
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averaging at least 5 impressions. The elastic modulii of CesGe4 and Ce5Si1.5Ge2.5 were 

estimated through ultrasonic measurements. 

2.3 Results and Discussion 

The crystal structures of all the alloys were determined from the X-ray powder diffraction 

data. For the tetragonal, orthorhombic and monoclinic phases, respectively, the coordinates 

of atoms from the prototypes ZrsSi4 (74,212) [ 3 ] ,  Sm~Ge4 (Pnma) [4] and GdsSi2Ge2 

(PI 12l/a) [9] were employed as the initial approximants of the crystal structures. The lattice 

and atomic parameters were derived from a full profile Rietveld least squares method. The 

refined crystallographic data of all the CesSi4.,GeX alloys are listed in Table 2.1. It was 

noticed that the alloys with the following as-weighed stoichiometries CesSi4 and CeSSi3Ge 

had small amounts (- 2 - 5 wt %.) of CeSi as the second phase. 

Table 2.1: Crystallographic data for alloys in the CeSSi4-CeSGe4 pseudo-binary alloy system. 

Mol.% of Ce,T, 

phases 
Alloy Space group a (4 b (A) c (4 Y O  

P412,2 

P4,2,2 

P4,2,2 

P4,2,2 

P4,2,2 

P4,2,2 

P4,2,2 

P112,/a 

P4,2,2 

7.9453(3) 

7.9869(5) 

8.0134(9) 

8.01 76(3) 

8.0224( I )  

8.0241(1) 

8.0290(4) 

7.9001(9) 

8.0323(9) 

15.0725(9) 

l5.0385(8) 

15.048(8) 

15.0367(3) 

15.0394(0) 

1 S.0373(4) 

15.0400(4) 

15.3037(0) 8.0500(5) 

15.0363(7) 

~ 

100' 

100' 

100 

IO0 

100 

100 

62 

93.829(2) 38 

33 

P112,/a 7.9032(6) 15.3133(2) 8.0516(9) 93.877(9) 67 
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Mol.% of Ce5T, 

phases Alloy Space group a (A) b (A) c (4 Y (") 

CeSSi,.SGe25 PIIZ,/a 7.9141(9) 15.3154(1) 8.0547(7) 93.890(1) 100 

Ce,Si,.2Ge2.8 P112,/a 7.9190(2) 15.3251(8) 8.0605(7) 93.887(8) 100 

CeSSiGe, 

CeSSio.sGe,.s Pimra 

61 

39 

IO0 

CesSio.2Ge,.8 Pima 7.9738(4) 15.2693(8) 8.0731(5) IO0 

CeSGe, Pmra 7.9792( I )  15.2752(2) 8.0771 ( I )  100 

A few percent of CeSi impurity phase was not taken into account. 

2.3.1 The crystal structures 

From Table 2.1, it is quite evident that the Ce5Si4,Gex alloy system accommodates 3 

different crystal structures and consists of 3 distinct single phase regions. The Ce&- based 

alloys with x ranging f?om 0 to 2.1 crystallize in the ZrsSi4-type tetragonal crystal structure 

which has the P41212 space group symmetry. The germanium rich alloys (3.5 9 4) have 

the SmsGe~type orthorhombic crystal structure with the Pnma space group symmetry. A 

new Ce5Si4.,GeX ternary phase with 2.5 S x 5 2.8 has been found to crystallize with the 

Gd&Gez-type monoclinic structure with the space group P1121/a. The alloys with 2.2 S x  

9 . 3  have the Zr5Si4-type tetragonal phase coexisting with the Gd5SizGe~-type monoclinic 

phase. In the CesSiGe, alloy, the Gd~SizGez-type monoclinic and Srn~Ged-type 

orthorhombic phases are in equilibrium. The representative XRD patterns of CesSi4,Gex 

system are shown in Fig 2.1. 
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20 25 30 35 46 45 60 
2Theta (degree) 

Fig 2.1. The XRD patterns are representative of the 3 distinct crystal structures present in this 

alloy system. The phases that adopt them along with their respective space group symmetries 

are also shown. 

The refined X-ray powder diffcaction pattern of Cess& is shown in Fig 2.2. A small amount 

of an impurity phase can be clearly seen by the presence of Bragg peaks at 28 = 26.88" and 

29.05'. This impurity phase was identified as cerium monosilicide, CeSi, and its 

concentration was estimated to be 2.6i0.1 wt. % as determined in the course of Rietveld 

refinement. On the other hand, the arc-melted CesGed was a single phase alloy with no 

detectable impurity phases within the sensitivity of the X-ray powder diffraction technique. 

The X-ray powder diffraction pattern and the corresponding Rietveld refinement of CesGe4 

are shown in Fig 2.3. The lattice parameters of CesSi4 and Ce~Ge4 alloys agree well with 
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those reported by Smith et al. [2]. Fig 2.4 represents the X-ray diffraction pattern of 

CesSi1.5Gez.s alloy which crystallizes in the P1121/a space goup symmetry. 

i Cu Ku radiation 

Fig 2.2. X-ray powder diffraction pattern of Ce& alloy. The dots represent observed data 

and the lines drawn through the data points correspond to the calculated pattern. The 

differences, YoMYnrln are shown at the bottom. The upper set of vertical bars, shown just 

below the plots of observed and calculated intensities, represent the calculated positions of 

Bragg peaks of the tetragonal CesSii. The lower set of vertical bars indicates the same for 

CeSi, which belongs to the orthorhombic BFe-type structure. 

The alloy Ce&4 has Ce atoms in two 8b and one 4a positions and the Si atoms in two 8b 

sites. The compound CesGe4 has one 4c and two 8d positions occupied by the Ce atom and 

one 8d and two 4c sites filled by the Ge atoms. In Ce~Sil.sGe2.5 alloy, 5 Ce atoms are 

accommodated in the 4e sites and the (Si,Ge) atoms are contained in the four 4e sites. There 
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Fig 2.3. The observed (dots) and calculated (lines drawn through the data points) powder 

diffraction pattern of CeSGe4 after the completion of Rietveld refinement. The set of vertical 

bars located just below the plots of the observed and calculated intensities indicates the 

calculated positions of the Bragg peaks. Also shown at the bottom of the plot is the difference, 

Yobr - ycdc-  

seems to be no preferential occupation of any site for either Si or Ge within experimental 

errors in any of the phases that contain both of them. Hence, we conclude that the Si and Ge 

atoms randomly occupy the atomic sites in all the alloys and statistically substitute for each 

other. 
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Fig 2.4. X-ray powder diffraction pattern of Ce5Sil.5Gez,5. The dots represent the experimental 

data and the line drawn through them corresponds to the calculated pattern. The difference, 

Yobr - Y,,o is shown at the bottom. The set of vertical bars represents the calculated Bragg 

peak positions for the monoclinic Ce5Sil.5Gez.5. 

The refined atomic positions for the compounds Cess& (tetragonal), CesSil.5Ge2.5 

(monoclinic) and Ce5Ge4 (orthorhombic) are listed in Tables 2.2,2.3 and 2.4 respectively. 

Table 2.2: Crystallographic data of Ce5Sb: 

Atom Site x/a Y b  z/c Bi (AZy 
Ce 1 8b 0.3723(3) 0.0117(3) 0.4529(2) 0.95(1) 

Ce2 8b 0.1265(3) -0.0144(3) 0.8771(3) 0.95(1) 

Ce3 4a 0.3095(4) 0.3095(4) 0.0000(0) 0.95(1) 

Si1 8b 0.2971(2) 0.9174(2) 0.0602(8) 0.27(2) 

Si2 8b 0.1821(2) 0.1639(2) 0.6941(7) 0.27(2) 
~~ 

‘Isotropic displacement parameters of all cerium atoms and all silicon atoms were constrained to be identical 

for each element. 
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Table 2.3: Crystallographic data of Ce5Sil,5Ge2.5: 

Atom Site x/a Y h  z/c Bi (A’j 
CelA 4e 0.0255( 1) 0.3993(5) 0.1830(1) 0.41(7) 

CelB 4e 0.0153(9) 0.9007(5) 0.81 65( 1) 0.41(7) 

Ce2A 4e 0.6687( 1) 0.3779(5) 0.8210(1) 0.41(7) 

Ce2B 4e 0.3725(1) 0.8854(4) 0.1642(1) 0.41(7) 

Ce3 4e 0.1757( 1) 0.7495(5) 0.5011(7) 0.41(7) 

T1A 4e 0.8378(2) 0.4556( 1) 0.5325(2) 0.17(3) 

T1B 4e 0.2266(2) 0.9480(1) 0.4742(2) 0.17(3) 

T2 4e 0.0661(2) 0.7403( 1) 0.1014(2) 0.17(3) 

T3 4e 0.2962(2) 0.7413(1) 0.8563(2) 0.17(3) 

‘Isotropic displacement parameters of all cerium atoms and all silicon atoms were constrained to be identical 

for each element. 

Table 2.4: Crystallographic data of Ce5Ge4: 

Atom Site x/a Y/b z/c Bi (A’)’ 
Ce 1 4c 0.2888(8) 0.2500(0) 0.0014(7) 1.68(4) 

Ce2 8d 0.1 181(5) 0.1136(2) 0.3381(5) 1.68(4) 

Ce3 8d 0.9808(4) 0.1021(2) 0.8101(5) 1.6814) 

Ge 1 4c 0.9050(2) 0.2500(0) 0.0903( 1) 1.89(4) 

Ge2 4c 0.18 14( 1) 0.2500(0) 0.6410(1) 1.89(4) 

Ge3 8d 0.2262(1) 0.9512(4) 0.5176(1) 1.89(4) 

‘Isotropic displacement parameters of all cerium atoms and all silicon atoms were constrained to be identical 

for each element. 

The values of the interatomic distances for Ce&, CeSSil.sGe2.5 and CesGe4 are 

summarized in Table 2.5. The shortest Ce-Si bond length is 2.889(8) 8, in the Ce~Si4 alloy 

and the shortest Ce-Ge bond is 3.008(5) 8, in the Ce~Ge4 alloy. Both agree very well with 

the sums of the corresponding atomic radii, 2.95 8, and 3.025 8, respectively. The average 

Ce-Ce bond length increases fiom 3.870(3) 8, in Cess4 to 3.936(0) 8, in CeSGe4, which is 
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Table 2.5: The interatomic distances in Ce& CesSil.5Ge2.5 and Ce5Ge4 alloys. 

Q& 
Atoms d(A) 

Cel - 1Si2 3.0790) 
- lSi2 3.178181 ., 
- lSi2 3.382(8) 
- lSil 3.218(6) 
- lSil 3.142(8) 
- lSil 3.366(3) 
- Ice3 3.743(4) 
- Ice3 3.666(4) 
- Ice2 3.983(4) 
- Ice2 3.960(3) 

Ce2 - lCel 3.983(4) 
- lCel 3.960(3) 
- Ice3 3.489(8) 
- Ice3 3.559(1) 
- lSil 3.056(8) 
- lSil 3.123(1) 
- lSil 3.128(3) 
- lSi2 2.889(8) 
- lSi2 3.126(2) 
- lSi2 3.107(2) 

Ce3 -2Sil 3.102(8) 
- 2Sil 3.255(4) 
- 2Si2 3.075(6) 
- 2Ce2 3.489(8) 
-2Ce2 3.559(1) 
- 2Cel 3.743(4) 
- 2Cel 3.666(4) 

Si1 - 1Si2 2.568(9) 
- Ice2 3.056(8) 
- Ice2 3.123(1) 
- Ice2 3.128(3) 
- 1Ce3 3.102(8) 
- Ice3 3.255(4) 
- lCel 3.218(6) 
- lCel 3.142(8) 
- lCel 3.366(3) 

Si2 - lSil 2.568(9) 
- Ice2 2.889(8) 
- Ice2 3.126(2) 
- Ice2 3.107(2) 
- Ice3 3.075(6) 
- lCcl 3.079(3) 
- lCel 3.178(8) 
- lCel 3.382(8) 

Ce5SilsGeu 
Aloms d(A) Alom d(A) 

3elA. Ice3 3.695(8) Ce3 - ICelA 3.695(8) 
- Ice3 
- lTlA 
- lTlA 
- lTlA 
- IT2 
- IT3 
- IT3 

-2CelA 

CelB-  
- lCe2B 
- Ice3 
- Ice3 
- lT lB 
- lT lB 
- lT lB 
- IT18 
- IT2 
- IT3 
- IT3 

- 2CclB 

2e2A - Ice3 
- Ice3 
- ITlA 
- ITlA 
- lTlA 
- I T 2  
- Ih 
- IT3 

- 2Ce2A 

Ce2B - 
- ICelB 
- Ice3 
- Ice3 
- ITlB 
- ITlB 
- ITlB 
- IT2 
- IT2 
- IT3 

- 2Ce2B 

Ce3 - ITlA 
- IT18 
- IT2 
- IT2 
- IT3 

3.679(8) - ICelA 3.679(8) 
3.328(7) - ICelB 3.714(1) 
3.133(1) - ICelB 3.735(5) 
3.298(7) - ICe2A 3.540(4) 
3.250(0) - lCe2A 3.549(1) 
3.030(8) - ICe2B 3.709(8) 
3.283(6) - ICe2B 3.548(4) 
4.106(2) - 2Ce3 5.627(0) 

3.985(3) T IA-  ICelA 3.328(7) 
3.533(6) - ICclA 3.133(1) 
3.714(1) - ICelA 3.298(7) 
3.7356) - lCe2A 2.914(0) 
3.329(7) - lCe2A 3.145(2) 
3.177(4) - ICe2A 3.0.54(8) 
3.040(4) - Ice3 3.170(3) 
3.794(4) - lT lA 3.090(7) 
3.429(2) . .  
3.427(9) TIB - lCelB 3.329(7) 
3.208(0) - ICelB 3.177(4) 
4.087(1) - ICclB 3.040(4) 

- ICelB 3.794(4) 
3.540(4) - lCe2B 2.913(2) 
3.549(1) - lCe2B 3.0820) 
2.914(0) - lCe2B 3.083(9) 
3.145(2) - Ice3 3.104(8) 
3.054(8) - lT lB  3.998(9) 
3.036(3) 
2.977(3) T2 - lCelA 3.250(0) 
3.152(8) - ICelB 3.4290) 
4.122(5) - lCe2A 3.036(3) 

- lCe2A 2.977(3) 
3.985(3) - 1Ce2B 3.206(8) 
3.533(6) - 1Ce2B 3.300(0) 
3.709(8) - Ice3  3.195(5) 
3.548(4) - Ice3  3.284(0) 
2.9130) - IT3 2.696(2) 
3.082(3) 
3.083(9) T3 - ICelA 3.030(8) 
3.206(8) - ICelA 3.283(6) 
3.300(0) - ICelB 3.427(9) 
3.261(6) - ICelB 3.208(0) 
4.198(9) - lCe2A 3.152(8) 

- ICe2B 3.261(6) 
3.170(3) - Ice3 3.090(8) 
3.104(8) - Ice3 3.155(1) 
3.195(5) - IT2 2.696(2) 
3.284(0) 
3.1 5x1  ) . .  

- IT3 3.090(8) 

Aloms 
Cel - 1 Ge2 

- 2 Ge3 
- I Gel 
- 1 Gel 
- 1 Ge2 
- 2 Ce3 
- 2 Ce3 
- 2 Ce2 
- 2 Ce2 

Ce2 - 1 Ge3 
- 1 Gel 
- I Gel 
- 1 Ge2 
- I Ge3 
- I Ge3 
- 1 Ce3 
- 1 Ce3 
- 1 Cel 
- 1 Cel 

Cc3 - 1 Gel 
- 1 Ge2 
- I Gc2 
- I Gc3 
- I Ge3 
- 1 Ge3 
- I Ge3 
- 1 Cel 
- 1 Cel 
- 1 Ce2 
- 1 Ce2 

2el - I Ge2 
- I Cel 
- 1 Cel 
- 2 CeZ 
- 2 Ce3 
- 2 Ce2 

3 2  - 1 Gel 
- 1 Cel 
- 1 Cel 
- 2 Ce3 
- 2 Ce3 
- 2 Ce2 

3 3  - 1 Ge3 
- I Ce3 
- I Ce3 
- I Ce2 

G S d h  
d(A) AtOrnS d(A) 

3.045(0) Ge3- I Ce2 3.011(1) 
3.068(5) - I Ce2 3.103(9) 
3.130(0) - I Ce3 3.243(3) 
3.425(0) - 1 Cel 3.068(5) 
3.333(5) - I Ce3 3.387(1) 
3.661(3) 
3.712(4) 
3.603(5) 
3.696(2) 

3.0 I9(0) 
3.171(7) 
3.328(2) 
3.246(2) 
3.011(1) 
3.103(9) 
3.583(4) 
3.969(1) 
3.603(5) 
3.696(2) 

3.268(4) 
3.093(1) 
3.323(0) 
3.808(6) 
3.008(5) 
3.387(1) 
3.243(3) 
3.661(3) 
3.712(4) 
3.583(4) 
3.969(1) 

2.588(3) 
3.130(0) 
3.425(0) 
3.171(7) 
3.268(4) 
3.328(2) 

2.588(3) 
3.045(0) 
3.333(5) 
3.093(1) 
3.323(0) 
3.246(2) 

3.896(0) 
3.808(6) 
3.008(5) 
3.019(0) 
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expected as a result of expansion of the lattice due to the substitution of smaller Si atoms 

with larger Ge atoms. This subtle variation in bond length might induce a difference in the 

competition between the nearest-neighbor Ce-Ce ferromagnetic and Ce-Ce 

antiferromagnetic exchange interactions. This in turn, might be responsible for the diversity 

in the magnetic properties of the alloys in CeSSid.,Ge, alloy system. 

2.3.2 Phase relationships in the Ce5Si4-Ce5Ge4 system 

The unit cell parameters and volumes for the entire alloy system are depicted in Figs. 2.5 

and 2.6, respectively. As expected, the values of the lattice parameters show an increasing 

trend with the increase in Ge content. However, it is interesting to note that for the 

tetragonal phase alone, the value of ‘c’ decreases with increase in Ge content. This is 

similar to the behavior noticed by Yang et al. [19] in the tetragonal phase of the PrSSi.,Ge, 

system. 

The unit cell volumes (Fig 2.6) show an increasing trend over the entire alloy composition. 

The tetragonal phase extends from x = 0 to x = 2.15. A two phase region that consists of the 

tetragonal and the monoclinic phase is formed when 2.15 2x  12.35. The next region from 

x = 2.35 to 2.8, contains the monoclinic phase as the single phase. In the region when 2.8 < 

x 5 3.1, a two phase region comprised of the monoclinic and orthorhombic crystal 

structures is formed. The orthorhombic phase with the space group Pnma prevails when x > 

3.1. The phase boundaries were derived by using the fact that the cell volumes remain 

nearly constant in a 2-phase region. The relative amount of phases in the two-phase regions 

calculated through quantitative phase analysis from X-ray measurements agree reasonably 
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well with that computed using the lever rule employing the phase boundaries drawn in Figs. 

2.5 and 2.6. 
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0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 
Ce,Si, Ge content (x); Ce,Ge, 

Fig 2.5. Lattice parameters plotted as a function of Ge concentration in the psendobinary 

Ce&i,,Ge, system. All the lattice parameters exhibit a linear trend with respect to Ge content. 

The dashed lines separate the 3 distinct phase regions which exist in the T (tetragonal), M 

(monoclinic) and 0 (orthorhombic) crystal structures. 
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M 

0.Q 0.5 1 .a 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 
Ce,SI, Ge CDRIent (X) ce5-4 

Fig 2.6. The unit cell volume plotted as a function of Ge concentration exhibits a linear trend 

that increases at a constant rate in the single phase region and stays constant in the two phase 

regions. The 3 discrete phase regions denoted as T (tetragonal), M (monoclinic) and 0 

(orthorhombic) are isolated using dashed lines. 

In an attempt to determine whether Ce displays a valency of +4 in this alloy system apart 

from the +3 valency state, we compared the lattice parameters and unit cell volume of 

LasGe4, CesGe4, PrsGe4 and NdSGe4 in a series as shown in Figs. 2.7(a) and 2.7(b), 

respectively. The lattice parameters and unit cell volumes follow a regular trend which, 

clearly indicate that there is no possibility of Ce residing as Ce4' in the Ce&,Ge, alloy 

system. 
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Fig 2.7(a). The lattice parameters of the lighter rare earth germanides follow a nearly linear 

behavior. 

La,Ge, Ce,Ge, PrSGe4 Nd,Ge, 
Rare earth germanide, R5Ge, 

Fig 2.7@). The unit cell volume of the lighter rare earth germanides follows a regular trend 

which makes it apparent that Ce exists only in the trivalent state in the Ce,Si,,Ge, alloy 

system. 
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Recently, Pecharsky et al. [21] reported that in the R&,Ge, alloy system, (where, R 

represents one of the heavy rare-earth lanthanides) the Si:Ge ratio at which the start and end 

of the Gd~SizGe2-type monoclinic phase occurs increases as we move from Gd to Er. They 

further showed that a correlation exists between the structure of an R&.,Ge, phase and the 

radius ratio of the metal R divided by the weight average radius of the Si and Ge atoms in 

that phase. However, they had excluded the light lanthanides from their study as these alloy 

systems appeared to behave anomalously with respect to the heavies. In the present study, 

we have calculated the radius ratio for the termination of the ZrjSi4-type tetragonal, 

GdsSi2Ge2-type monoclinic and Sm~Ge4-type orthorhombic phases in the light lanthanide 

RjSi+,Ge, alloy system (Table 2.6). The weight average radii for the atoms of Si and Ge 

( r ~ )  in the solid solution were calculated based on the following relationship: 

where,fsi is the molar fraction of Si in the alloy, and rsi and rGc are the radii of Si(1.322 A) 

and Ge(1.378 A) respectively [22]. The values from La~Si4.~Ge, alloy system were not used 

in computing the average rR/rT value for each solid solution termination. This is because La 

behaves quite anomalously even with respect to the other lighter lanthanides and further, 

the Gd~SizGez-type monoclinic structure is absent in the La&.,Ge, alloy system. 
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Table 2.6: Limiting radius ratio rR/rT values for the termination of the three distinct solid 

solution regions found in the lighter R&.,Ge, alloy system. 

R Z&&-tvDe Tetragonal G&SilGertvDe Monoclinic &&-me Orthorhombic 

Si-rich Ge-rich Si-rich Ge-rich Si-rich Ge-rich 

La 1.42 1.387 1.38 1.362 

Ce 1.399 1.368 1.365 1.359 1.355 1.343 

Pr 1.383 1.365 1.358 1.347 1.342 1.327 

Nd 1.378 1.37 1.354 1.353 1.329 1.322 

Average' 

lanthanides) 
Averageb 

lanthanides) 

(Light 1.387 1.367 1.361 1.353 1.349 1.335 

(Heavy 1.333 1.326 1.319 1.290 

Average values were calculated only using the values kom Ce, Pr and Nd. 

Average values were computed using heavy lanthanide (Gd through Y) values; taken fiom Ref 1211 

From Table 2.6, it becomes quite obvious that the limiting radius ratio for termination of 

each distinct solid solution region decreases as the atomic number of the lanthanide 

increases. Further, we can conclude that the ZrsSid-type tetragonal structure exists when the 

rR/rT value falls between -1.39 and 1.37. The region over which the GdsSizGez-type 

monoclinic structure exists occurs for an rR/rT value that lies between -1.36 and 1.35. The 

Sm5Ged-type orthorhombic structure is adopted when rR/rT varies from - 1.35 to 1.33. It 

can also be observed that the average rR/rT values for the start and termination of the 

Gd~Si~Gez-type monoclinic and S m ~ G e & p e  orthorhombic phases are much higher in the 

case of light lanthanides than the corresponding values for the heavy. This difference is 
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probably due to the extensive 4f hybridization with the s and d orbitals present in the case 

of the light lanthanides when compared with their heavy counterparts. 

2.3.3 Mechanical properties of the Ce5Si4 - Ce5Ge4 alloy system 

The mechanical properties that were experimentally determined on this alloy system 

include the microhardness and elastic modulii. The fracture toughness values, KI,, were 

calculated as a function of the alloy composition from the lengths of cracks propagating 

from the microindentations. On the basis of the configuration of the observed crack 

patterns, the formula used for the radial cracks was that proposed by Laugier [23] which 

can be used to determine the indentation toughness in brittle materials: 

KI, = Kp (dl)"' (P/(c''~)) 

where, a is the half-diagonal of the indentation (m), c is the crack length (m), H is the 

Vickers hardness ( m a ) ,  P is the indenter load (MN), 1 = c - a, E is the Young's modulus 

(GPa), and Kp is a constant (0.015). 

The measured values of Vickers microhardness and fracture toughness of all the single 

phase alloys in this pseudobinary alloy system are listed in Table 2.7. Figure 2.8 shows the 

plot of Vickers microhardness (Hv) of the alloys measured as a function of Ge content. It 

can be seen that the CeSSi4 alloy is the hardest phase in this system and further, the 

hardness values decrease linearly as silicon is substituted with germanium. This can be 

explained from the point of view of the energies of the bonds present between the 

constituent atoms in the alloy system. The bonds present in the Cess& alloy are Ce-Ce, Ce- 
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Si and Si-Si. The substitution of Si with Ge gives rise to the weaker Ce-Ge, Si-Ge and Ge- 

Ge bonds in place of the Ce-Si and Si-Si bonds which explains the decrease in the hardness. 

Table 2.7: Average Vickers microhardness 

alloys in the Ce5SL.,Ge, alloy system.a 

and fracture toughness (K,J of single phase 

Alloy Hv K,, (MPa.m’”) 

Cess& 443.80 0.68 

368.00 

322.75 

277.15 

249.55 

209.65 

187.45 

0.75 

0.50 

2.61 

1.75 

0.77 

0.95 

CesGe4 161.70 1.27 

a Values reported here correspond to an applied load of Ikgf. 

I::/ , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 

0 

0 0  05 1 0  1.6 2 0  2 5  3 0  3 5  4 0  
Ce,Si, Ge content (x) Ce,Ge, 

Fig 2.8. Microhardness of the alloys in the CesSL,Gex system exhibit a linear trend with 

respect to Ge concentration. 
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A similar trend (as Fig 2.8) depicting linear decrease in hardness with increase in Ge 

content was also observed by Schaffler et al. [24] who reported that the hardness of an alloy 

with the composition Si,,Ge, followed the linear expression: 

H(x) = 1150 - 350 * x kg.mni2 

where, H(x) denotes the hardness in kg/mm2 determined through Knoop’s pyramid test at 

300 K and x represents the molar fraction of Ge in the alloy. 

The elastic modulii of CesGe4 and Ce&2Ge2.8 alloys were found to be 25.1 and 35.4 GPa 

respectively, as determined by ultrasonic measurements. The CesSi4 sample had excessive 

cracks and hence no ultrasonic measurements were possible. However, if we assume a 

linear variation of the elastic modulus with respect to hardness within the present alloy 

system, and hence the composition, the elastic modulus of CesSi4 can be estimated to be 

59.4 GPa. 

The fracture toughness values computed as a function of the Ge content are plotted in Fig 

2.9. The values of elastic modulii were assumed to be linearly varying with the alloy 

composition. Further, the cracks emanating from the indents were assumed to be of 

Palmqvist type only. It can be noticed that there is a systematic variation of the fracture 

toughness within each of the individual phase regions. In general, introduction of a solute 

atom (Ge into Ce& or Si into CesGed) decreases the fracture toughness. Another 

observation worth noting is that, the alloys that form in the GdSSiIGez-type monoclinic 

structure have the maximum fracture toughness in this entire alloy system. This is most 
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probably due to the presence of an extensively twinned microstructure. It might also be due 

to the extra Si-Si bonds present in between the slabs 
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The values of hardness, elastic modulii and fracture toughness reported here must be 

considered preliminary as the samples that were used for the analysis were in the as-cast 

state with variable amounts of porosity. 
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2.4 Conclusion: 

The crystal structure and the phase relationships in the Ce5Si4.,GeX system were 

determined. The alloy system was discovered to exist in 3 different crystal structures. The 

Si rich region -where 0 5x 52.15 - exists in the ZrsSi4-type tetragonal structure whereas 

the Ge based solid solution with 3.1 < x 54 exists in the SmsGed-type orthorhombic 

structure. The intermediate phase formed when 2.35 < x 52.8 is found to crystallize in the 

GdsSizGe2-type monoclinic structure. 

The structural parameters of all the alloys prepared in the system were determined by the 

refinement of their XRD data. An analysis of the cell volumes of the alloy system was 

finally used to determine the phase boundaries present in this alloy system. 
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Chapter 3: Magnetic properties and the magnetocaloric 

effect in the Ce5Si4,Gex system' 

R. VijayaraghavarPb, V.K. Pecharskpb, K.A. GschneidnePb, Jr., A.O.Pecharskya 

a 
Materials and EirgirieeriiigP/~ysics Program, Anies Laboratory. Ames, IA 50011-3020, USA 

Departnieirt OfMaterials Science and Engineering, Iowa State University, Anies, IA 50011-2300, USA 

Abstract: 

The magnetic, thermal and magnetocaloric properties of the Ce&.,Ge, alloy system have 

been investigated for x = 0, 1 .O, 1.8, 2.5, 2.8, 3.5, 3.8 and 4.0. The phases with x = 0, 1 .O 

and 1.8 crystallize in the tetragonal Zr5Si4 structure and those with x = 2.5, 2.8 form in the 

Gd5Si2Ge2 - type monoclinic structure. The alloys with x = 3.5, 3.8 and 4.0 crystallize in 

the SmsGe4 - type orthorhombic structure. The Curie temperature of the tetragonal phases 

increases with increasing Ge content. The ordering temperatures of the monoclinic and 

orthorhombic phases remain nearly unaffected by the composition, with the Curie 

temperatures of the latter slightly higher than those of the former. All the alloys display 

evidence of antiferromagnetic interactions in the ground state. The orthorhombic and the 

monoclinic alloys behave as ferromagnets whereas the Si-rich tetragonal phase acts more 

like an antiferromagnet in fields of 1 T and higher. The maximum isothermal magnetic 

entropy change has been observed at - 11 K in the monoclinic and orthorhombic phases 

with the highest value being 14.7 Jkg  K for Ce~Ge4 for a field change of 10 T which is 

considered moderate. 

' To be submitted as a paper to the Journal of Magnetism and Magnetic Materials. 
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3. I Introduction 

The rare earth 5:4 compounds were first discovered in the year 1966 by Smith et al. [l]. 

They reported that, the RsSi4 phases with R = La, Ce, Pr and Nd, crystallize in the 

tetragonal ZrsSi4 -type structure, and those with R = Sm, Gd, Tb, Dy, Er and Y have the 

Sm~Ge4 -type structure [2]. All the R5Ge4 (R = La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, 

Tm, Lu and Y) compounds crystallized in the orthorhombic Sm~Ge4 -type structure. This 

was confirmed by Holtzberg et al. [3] who also provided the data on the magnetic 

properties of the heavy lanthanide based binary silicides and germanides - RsT~, where R = 

Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho and Er. They reported that all the silicides ordered ferromagnetically 

whereas the germanides ordered antiferromagnetically. It was noticed that GdsSi4 had the 

highest ferromagnetic ordering temperature at Tc = 340 K and further, the Curie 

temperature decreased as they moved from left to right through the heavy silicides. The 

Curie temperatures of Tb~Si4, Dy& HosSi4, and ErsSi4 were reported to be 225 K, 140 K, 

76 K, and 25 K respectively. In contrast, there was no definite trend observed in the 

antiferromagnetic ordering temperatures of the germanides. GdsGe4 was reported to have 

two Nkel temperatures at 15 and 47 K and the TN for TbsGe4, DySGe4, Ho~Ge4 and Er~Ge4 

was at 30 K, 40 K, 21 K and 7 K respectively. However, recent experiments [4-91 indicate 

that, indeed, Gd~Ge4 has the highest NBel temperature at -127 K. 

There was not much progress made in the investigation of rare-earth 5:4 alloys in the 30 

years that followed their discovery. In 1997, Pecharsky et al. [lo] discovered the presence 

of giant-magnetocaloric effect in the .Gd&Gez alloy. This breakthrough along with the 

work by Zimm et al.[ll], which established that magnetic refrigeration utilizing the 
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magnetocaloric effect (MCE) of Gd metal is technically feasible, triggered a series of 

studies on the structural, magnetic and electrical properties of the R - Si - Ge systems. 

The phase relationships present in the Gd5Si4.,GeX alloy system were reported by Pecharsky 

et al. [12]. Refinements to this pseudobinary phase diagram were made by Morellon et al. 

[13] and Pecharsky et al. [ 141. It is now well known that the Si-rich phases crystallize in the 

orthorhombic GdsSi4-type structure when x 5 1.7 and order ferromagnetically through a 

second order transition. The germanium based alloys which form in the orthorhombic 

Sm~Ge4-type crystal structure when x 22.8 ,  have two ordering temperatures. While 

cooling, the first transition that occurs at -130 K is a second order transition from 

paramagnetic to antiferromagnetic state. This transition temperature is independent of 

composition. The second transition, which occurs at much lower temperatures, is first order 

transformation with a crystal structure transition from SmsGe4 to GdsSi4 -type coupled with 

a magnetic transition from the antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic state. The intermediate 

alloys, which form in the Gd5SizGez-type monoclinic structure, have been the most 

investigated alloys due to their unique structural and magnetic transitions. The GdsSi4,Ge, 

system is unique in more than one way in that its MCE is much higher than Gd [lo] and the 

temperature at which the MCE occurs can be tuned from 20 to 290 K by adjusting the Si to 

Ge ratio in GdsSid.,Ge, [15]. The magnetic transition occurs along with a first order 

structural transition from a paramagnetic monoclinic to a ferromagnetic orthorhombic 

symmetry when 2 5 x  13.04 [12]. This first-order magnetic (structural) phase transition 

which can be stimulated by an applied magnetic field produces a giant magnetoresistance 

(GMR) and a large magnetostriction effect [16, 171. Therefore, these alloys can be used in 
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applications that demand magnetostrictive and magnetoresistive materials by efficiently 

engineering the composition of the material and controlling the field, temperature and 

pressure. 

After the GdsSi4.,GeX system, the most studied system is perhaps the Tb~Si4.~Ge, system. 

Initial examination by Smith et al. [ l]  revealed that both TbsSi4 and ThSGe4 had the 

orthorhombic SmSGe4-type crystal structure. Soon afterwards, Holtzberg et al. [3] revealed 

that Tb5Si4 orders ferromagnetically at -225 K. This ferromagnetic-paramagnetic phase 

transition was later confirmed by Serdyuk et al. [18]. In striking contrast, TbsGe4 orders in 

a complex canted-antiferromagnetic structure at its N6el temperature (TN) at 91 K [19]. 

Recently, Ritter et al. [20] revealed a spin reorientation in TbsGe4 that occurs below its TN 

without any change in the crystal structure. Such a second magnetic transition (spin 

reorientation) was discovered below the Curie temperature (Tc) of TbsSi4 also by Spichkin 

et al. [21]. As far as this alloy system is concerned, however, the main highlight have been 

the alloys with the Gd~Si2Ge2 type monoclinic structure (notably, TbsSizGez) which, 

undergo a first order magnetic transition from paramagnetic to ferromagnetic state at -100 

K. These alloys display the characteristics of GMCE as noted by [22] who report a 

magnetic entropy change of 21.6 Jkg  K for a AH of 5 T. However, Huang et al. [23] report 

a ASM of 15.1 J k g  K for a similar change in field which is still quite significant. 

Only little research has been carried out on the light lanthanide alloy systems comprising of 

La, Ce, Pr and Nd. Yang et al. [24, 251 recently reported on the structural phase 

relationships present in the Pr&,Ge, and NdsSi4.,GeX system. The crystallography and 

the phase relationships present in the CesSi4.,GeX system are reported in Ref [26]. From 
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these reports, it is quite evident that these light lanthanide systems behave anomalously 

when compared with the heavy lanthanide 5:4 alloys. This is clearly seen f?om the absence 

of the orthorhombic Gd5Si4 -type crystal structure in the Si-rich phases of Ce and Pr which 

instead, crystallize in the Zr& - type tetragonal structure. Further, these alloys do not 

exhibit a first order structural and magnetic transition in their Gd~Si2Ge2 type monoclinic 

phases [27]. In fact, these systems display only a second order magnetic transition in all of 

their alloys. As a result, their isothermal magnetic entropy change is expected to be much 

lower than that of the heavy lanthanide based alloys that form in the GdsSizGe2 - type 

monoclinic structure. Nevertheless, the temperatures at which these transitions occur in the 

former are much lower than in the latter and hence, the light lanthanide based alloys can be 

used in refigeration applications that demand operating temperatures much lower than 

liquid N2. 

It is interesting to note that these alloys display a reduced saturation magnetic moment [27, 

281 which can be attributed to canted magnetic structures similar to those of some heavy 

lanthanide 5:4 alloys [29,30]. 

Here we report on the magnetic, thermal and magnetocaloric properties of several 

pseudobinary alloys in the Ce5Si4.,GeX system. Many of the properties described here are 

anomalous to that observed in the case of heavy lanthanide systems. Nevertheless, the light 

alloy system can be used in conjunction with the Gd-based alloy system to achieve 

effective low temperature cooling solutions. 
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3.2 Experimental Details 

The details about preparation of the alloys used in this study can be found in section 2.2. 

The prepared alloys were characterized using XRD to determine their phase purity. 

Magnetic measurements were performed on a Quantum Design SQUID magnetometer and 

the heat capacity measurements were done using a low temperature semi-adiabatic 

calorimeter which can measure the thermal properties down to 1.8 K with an accuracy of 

-1%. 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Crystal structure 

Based on the Rietveld analysis using the LHPM Rietica software [31], the alloys were 

characterized and investigated for phase purity. The alloys in the CesSi4.,Gex system had 

the ZrsSid-type tetragonal structure when 0 5 x 5 2.15, GdsSi2Gez-type monoclinic 

structure when 2.35 I x  52.8 and Sm~Ge4-type orthorhombic structure when 3.1 1 x  1 4 .  

All of the orthorhombic, monoclinic and the tetragonal Ce&z.zGe1.8 alloys were single 

phase alloys. The CesSi3Ge and CesSi4 alloys had minor amount of CeSi as the second 

phase. The details on the crystal structures and the phase relationships present in this alloy 

system can be found in Ref [26] .  
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3.3.2 Magnetic measurements 

3.3.2.1 Magnetization versus temperature measurements: 

The magnetization as a function of temperature was measured at field strengths of 0.01, 1 

and 5 T. The samples were zero-field-cooled (ZFC) kom 350 K and then measurement was 

carried out with warming the sample in the field up to 400 K and subsequent field cooling 

down to 1.7 K. All the low field magnetization versus temperature (M vs. T) curves show 

irreversibility of varying levels. This can be attributed to the influence magnetocrystalline 

anisotropy on the magnetic moment of the Ce ions. The Curie temperature was taken as the 

temperature at which (dM/dT) had its minimum. The absence of thermal hysteresis 

indicates that the magnetic transitions in this system are second-order phase transitions. 

The M versus T curves for the tetragonal phases CesSid. and Ce& 2Gel8 at 0.01 T and 1 T 

are shown in Fig 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 respectively. The curves show the presence of distinct 

peaks at NCel temperatures of -3.5 K in Ce& and 6 K in CesSi22Ge1.8. It can be inferred 

fkom these curves that there is a presence of strong antiferromagnetic (AFM) interactions at 

low fields between the Ce atoms in the tetragonal phase. The anomaly present at 2.8 K (Fig 

3.1) in the Ce& phase might possibly be due to the presence of another magnetic phase 

transition. However, this anomaly disappears in the presence of a hlgher magnetic field - 1 

T. The N6el temperature shifts to 2.54 K at 1 T. A 1 T field also causes the disappearance 

of the NCel temperature peak in Cess& 2Gel.8 (Fig. 3.4) which might be due to the increase 

in ferromagnetic (FM) interactions and reduction of the antiferromagnetic interactions due 

to the applied field. Thus, the field strength has a strong influence over the nature of 

interactions between the magnetic Ce atoms in the tetragonal phase. 
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Fig 3.1. Low temperature magnetization of zero magnetic field cooled CesSia measured on 

heating and on cooling as indicated by arrows in a 0.01 T magnetic field. 
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Fig 3.2. Low temperature magnetization of zero magnetic field cooled Ce& measured on 

heating and on cooling as indicated by arrows in a 1 T magnetic field. The inset illustrates 

Curie-Weiss behavior of the inverse susceptibility above 50 K. 
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Fig 3.3. Low temperature magnetization of zero magnetic field cooled CesSi2.2Gel.u measured 

on heating and on cooling as indicated by arrows in a 0.01 T magnetic field. 
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Fig 3.4. Low temperature magnetization of zero magnetic field cooled CeSSi2.2Ge,.u measured 

on heating and on cooling as indicated by arrows in a 1 T magnetic field. The inset illustrates 

Curie-Weiss behavior of the inverse susceptibility above 50 K. 
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Figures 3.5, 3 6, 3.7 and 3.8 are the plots of M versus T curves for the monoclinic phases 

CesSil 5Ge2 5 and CesSil~Ge2 8 at 0.01 T and 1 T. The Curie temperatures of these two 

alloys are nearly equal - 10.5 K at 0.01 T. However, at 1 T, the Curie temperature for both 

the alloys shifts to 11.5 K and remains unchanged even at 5 T (not shown). Hence, we can 

conclude that field strength has a weak influence on the Curie temperature of the 

monoclinic phases. However, Ge composition does not alter their transformation 

temperatures. 

30 
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Fig 3.5. Low temperature magnetization of zero magnetic field cooled Ce5Si1.5Ge2.5 measured 

on heating and on cooling as indicated by arrows in a 0.01 T magnetic field. 
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Fig 3.6. Low temperature magnetization of zero magnetic field cooled Ce5Si1.5Ge2.5 measured 

on heating and on cooling as indicated by arrows in a 1 T magnetic field. The inset illustrates 

Curie-Weiss behavior of the inverse susceptibility above 50 K. 
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Fig 3.7. Low temperature magnetization of zero magnetic field cooled Ce5Sil,2Ge2.s measured 

on heating and on cooling as indicated by arrows in a 0.01 T magnetic field. 
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Fig 3.8. Low temperature magnetization of zero magnetic field cooled CesSil.zGez.8 measured 

on heating and on cooling as indicated by arrows in a 1 T magnetic field. The inset illustrates 

Curie-Weiss behavior of the inverse susceptibility above 50 K. 

The orthorhombic phases, CeSSio,zGe3,8 and CeSGe4 have Curie temperatures of -1 1.5 K at 

all the fields. The M versus T plots for these two alloys are shown in Fig. 3.9 through 3.12. 

The nature of the magnetization curves suggests the presence of a strong AFM component 

at low fields and a predominant FM or ferrimagnetic interaction at higher fields -1 T in 

both the monoclinic and the orthorhombic alloys. Further, there seems to be no influence of 

the Ge content in the magnetic ordering temperatures of these alloys. 
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Fig 3.11. Low temperature magnetization of zero magnetic field cooled CeSGe4 measured on 

heating and on cooling as indicated by arrows in a 0.01 T magnetic field. 
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Fig 3.12. Low temperature magnetization of zero magnetic field cooled CesGe4 measured on 

heating and on cooling as indicated by arrows in a 1 T magnetic field. The inset illustrates 

Curie-Weiss behavior of the inverse susceptibility above 50 K. 
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The inverse dc magnetic susceptibility of all the alloys follows the Curie-Weiss law above 

their respective ordering temperatures. The values of paramagnetic Curie temperature e,, 

Curie temperature T, and the effective magnetic moments per, calculated from the Curie- 

Weiss law for field strength of 1 T are shown in Table 3.1. The effective magnetic moment 

ranges from 2.33 to 2.49 pB which agrees well with the theoretical value of 2.54 pB. Thus, 

we can conclude that the Ce ions in all the alloys reside in only the 3+ valence state which 

is consistent from the behavior of lattice parameters (see Section 2.3.2.). The negative 

paramagnetic Curie temperature is consistent with the presence of AFM interactions in the 

ground state of all the alloys. 

Table 3.1: The ordering temperature, paramagnetic Curie temperature and the effective 

magnetic moment of the alloys in the CeSSixGer systema 

CesGe4 11.5 -4.16 2.42 

ce~Si0.2Ge~8 11.5 -2.35 2.49 

CesSi~ 2Ge2.8 10.5 -13.15 2.42 

CesSid3e2.s 10.5 -11.43 2.44 

CesSh,2Gel8 5.0* -14.15 2.35 

CesSi3Ge 3.7* -13.44 2.39 

Ce5S4 3.8* -12.91 2.33 

* The starred values denote the Nkel temperature. 

The values of Curie temperature reported here were derived from the magnetization versus temperature data 

at a magnetic field strength of 0.01 T. 
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The dependence of Curie temperature on the composition is plotted in Figure 3.13. In 

contrast to the heavy lanthanides (Dy, Tb, Gd), where the ordering temperature decreases 

with increase in Ge content, the ordering temperature in the Ce&,Ge, system rises with 

increasing Ge concentration. One reason is the difference in crystal structures between the 

heavy and the light lanthanides. In case of the heavy ones, the silicon-rich phases crystallize 

in the GdsSi4 structure which has four (Si/Ge)-(SUGe) interslab bonds per unit cell and 

these have the highest ordering temperatures. The GdsSi2Gez - type monoclinic phases 

have two (Si/Ge)-(Si/Ge) bonds with lower Curie temperatures and the Sm~Ge4 type 

orthorhombic structures, whch have no (Si/Ge)-(Si/Ge) bond pairs have the lowest curie 

temperatures. This phenomena is explained &om the context of weakening of the RKKY 

interactions due to the free electrons arising from the absence of (Si/Ge)-(Si/Ge) bond pairs. 

The non-bonding electrons become a part of the metallic conduction band and hence, 

reduce the RKKY interactions, which in turn reduce the magnetic ordering leading to lower 

magnetic ordering temperatures. 

In case of Ce$3i4.,Gex system, the Curie temperature increases with increase in Ge content 

in the tetragonal phase and then remains constant in the monoclinic phase. The transition 

from the monoclinic phase to the orthorhombic phase causes a slight increase in the Curie 

temperature which again remains steady throughout the orthorhombic phase. A similar 

trend was noted in the Pr&.,Ge, system by Yang et al. [27]. 
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Fig 3.13. The magnetic phase diagram of the Ce,SixGe, system. The ordering temperatures 

used here were calculated from the magnetization versus temperature data for a magnetic 

field strength of 0.01 T. The blue circles represent NCel temperatures and the red circles 

denote Curie temperatures. The paramagnetic, antiferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic regions 

are marked as PM, AFM and FM in that order. 

The light lanthanide 5:4 systems behave quite anomalously when compared to the heavy 

lanthanide systems. This is schematically illustrated in Fig. 3.14 where the magnetic phase 

diagrams of Gd&,Ge, and TbsSid.,Ge, alloy systems are compared with those of PrsSi4. 

.Ge, and Ce5Si4.,Ge, systems. The first obvious difference that can be seen is'the Curie 

temperatures of the terminal alloys. In the heavy lanthanide system, the ordering 
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temperatures of the silicide phase are much higher than those of the gemanides whereas in 

the light lanthanides, the Curie temperature of the former is almost equal (in case of Pr) or 

lower (in case of Ce) than that of the latter. Another difference that is noteworthy is that the 

heavy lanthanide silicides demonstrate a predominantly ferromagnetic behavior while those 

of the light counterparts reside primarily in an antiferromagnetic or ferrimagnetic ground 

state. On the contrary, the germanide phases of the light lanthanides display a strong 

ferromagnetic component, although at slightly higher fields (-1 T). This is in sharp contrast 

to that observed in the heavy lanthanides where the germanides exlbit  antiferromagnetic 

behaviors. Another variation that can be noticed is in the dependence of Curie temperature 

of the monoclinic phases on the Ge composition. The variation of Curie temperature with 

respect to Ge content is the maximum in the monoclinic phases of Gd and Tb alloy 

systems. However, the Curie temperatures of the monoclinic phases of Ce and Pr alloy 

systems remain the same irrespective of the Ge composition. 
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3.3.2.2 Isothermal magnetic measurenients: 

The isothermal dc magnetic measurements on ZFC samples were carried out between 0 and 

7 T. The hysteresis behavior of CesSi4, CeSSi1.5Ge2.5 and CeSGe4 are shown in Figs. 3.15, 

3.16 and 3.17 respectively. The coercivity and the magnetic moments at saturation for all 

the alloys are listed in Table 3.2. 
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Fig 3.15. The isothermal magnetization measured as a function of magnetic field on a zero 

field cooled sample of Ce& at 1.8 K. 
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Fig 3.17. Isothermal magnetization measured at 1.8 K as a function of magnetic field on a zero 

field cooled sample of Ce5Ge+ 
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It can be noted that there is a pronounced effect of magnetocrystalline anisotropy in the 

monoclinic alloys. The coercivity of these alloys is the highest in this alloy system (-0.16 

T) which explains their irreversible M versus T character. The germanium-based 

orthorhombic alloys have a coercivity of 0.02 T. The tetragonal phases, on the other hand 

have negligible coercivity which explains their almost reversible M versus T curve. 

Table 3.2: The coercivity exhibited by few of the alloys in the CeSSLxGex alloy system and the 

corresponding saturation magnetic moment of a Ce atom in them at 1.8K. 

Alloy Hc (T) Ms @B/Ce-atom) 

0.02 1.200 

0.02 1.154 

0.16 0.862 

0.16 0.918 

0 0.857 

0 0.916 

0 0.909 

The magnetization versus field data collected over different temperatures for Ce5Si4, 

CesSil.5Ge2.5 and CesGed alloys are shown in the fig. 3.18,3.19 and 3.20 respectively. It can 

be observed that the highest saturation magnetization in this alloy system is achieved by 

CesGe4. The saturation magnetic moments (Table 3.2) of all the alloys are much lower than 

the theoretical value of 2.14 pB. This reduced magnetization can be related to a canted 

magnetic structure similar to those reported for other 5:4 lanthanide-silicon-germanium 

alloys [29-301. 
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Fig 3.18. Isothermal magnetization behavior at different temperatures observed as a function 

of magnetic field on zero-field cooled sample of Ce,Si. 
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Fig 3.19. Magnetization isotherms measured at various temperatures on a zero field cooled 

Ce5Si1,5Ge2,5 alloy. 
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Fig 3.20. Isothermal magnetization of Ce5Ge4 measured as a function of magnetic field at 

different temperatures. 

There is evidence of a metamagnetic transition in the tetragonal and monoclinic phases. The 

metamagnetic transition in the tetragonal phase, which occurs at a field strength of 0.8 T, is 

probably due to the existence of two magnetic structures. However, the apparent 

metamagnetic transition in the monoclinic phase is probably due to its high 

magnetocrystalline anisotropy. The CesSil.sGe2.5 alloy exhibited some amount of remnance 

at 5 K due to incomplete demagnetization. Hence, another fully demagnetized specimen of 

the same alloy was used to obtain the M versus H behavior (Fig 3.21) at 5 K. This sample 

exhibited a metamagnetic-like behavior at a field strength of -3.4 T unlike the previous 

specimen. This is mainly attributed to the difference in prefened orientation of the 

monoclinic crystals in the samples. Clearly, the first specimen has majority of the unit cells 
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with their easy axis oriented favorably to the direction of magnetization. However, the 

saturation magnetization values at 7 T were nearly the same for both the samples (-0.73 

pB/Ce atom). 

0.8 

0.0 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Magnetic Field. H (in T) 

Fig 3.21. Isothermal magnetization at 5K on a demagnetized sample of Ce5Sil.5Ge2.5. The 

magnetization data for 1.8 K and 5 K from the previous specimen is also shown. 

3.3.3 Magnetothermal properties: 

The heat capacity data as a function of temperature at different field strengths are shown in 

Figs 3.22, 3.23 and 3.24 for CesSi4, Ce5Sil.SGez.5 and CesGed. The behavior of the heat 

capacity of all the alloys near the Curie temperature is typical for a second order 

ferromagnetic-paramagnetic phase transition. In the zero magnetic field a well-defined A- 

type peak is observed. At higher magnetic fields the peak tends to be more rounded and is 



considerably reduced in height. The peak spread increases with the field strength and shifts 

slightly towards higher temperature. The zero magnetic field heat capacity of CesSi4 (Fig. 

3.22) displays a broad anomaly at 6.3 K which may reflect the presence of a minor impurity 

phase - CeSi, ordering antiferromagnetically at -6 K. 

0 10 M 30 4a 50 03 70 80 90 100 
Temperature (K) 

Fig 3.22. The heat capacity data measured as a function of temperature at various fields for 

the CesSi4 alloy. 
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Fig 3.23. The heat capacity data measured at various fields as a function of temperature 

the CeSSi1,sGe2,5 alloy. 
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Fig 3.24. Heat capacity data measured as a function of temperature at various fields for the CeSGed 

alloy. The inset shows the h y p e  peak that is characteristic of a second order magnetic transition. 
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The isothermal magnetic entropy change (A&) and the adiabatic temperature change 

(AT,d) in all the alloys were calculated as described by Pecharsky et al. in Ref. [32]. Figures 

3.25-3.29 display the temperature dependence of the magnetic entropy change for various 

alloys in the CesSid.,Ge, system. The adiabatic temperature change as a function of 

temperature for a few alloys is plotted in Fig. 3.30-3.32. Both the magnetic entropy change 

and the adiabatic temperature change increase with field strength. It can be seen that the 

orthorhombic Ce~Ge4 has the highest entropy change of 14.7 J/Kg.K for a field change of 

10 T. 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 
Temperature (K) 

Fig 3.25. Magnetic entropy change as a function of temperature for magnetic field changes up 

to 10 T as determined from heat capacity measurements for the CeSGe4 alloy. 
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Fig 3.26. The magnetic entropy change of Ce5Sio,5Ge3,5 alloy calculated as a function of 

temperature from heat capacity measurements for various changes in the magnetic field. 
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Fig 3.27. Magnetic entropy change as a function of temperature for magnetic field changes up 

to 10 T as determined from heat capacity measurements for the Ce5Sil.5Ge2,5 alloy. 
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Fig 3.28. The magnetic entropy change of Ce5Siz,zGel.8 alloy calculated as a function of 

temperature from heat capacity measurements for various changes in the magnetic field. 
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Fig 3.29. The magnetic entropy change of Ce5Si3Ge calculated from the heat capacity data for 

various magnetic field changes. 
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Fig 3.30. The adiabatic temperature change of Ce5Ge4 calculated from the heat capacity data 

for various magnetic field changes. 
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Fig 3.31. The adiabatic temperature change of Ce5Sil,5Gez.5 calculated from the heat capacity 

data for various magnetic field changes. 
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Fig 3.32. The adiabatic temperature change of CesSi2,2Get.8 calculated from the heat capacity 

data for various magnetic field changes. 

The values of AS, and ATad for all the alloys in this system are listed in Table 3.3. It is seen 

that in general, both ASM and AT,d decrease with decreasing Ge content. It must be noted 

that the values of AS, reported for this system of alloys are much lower than those of the 

heavy lanthanide (Gd, Tb) based alloys. This is due to the fact that in the latter alloy 

system, the presence of a structural transition along with a magnetic transition (first order) 

causes a higher entropy change. However, in case of the light lanthanides, predominantly 

only second order transitions have been observed [27, 281 with just the magnetic transition 

contributing to the change in entropy. 
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Table 3.3: The isothermal magnetic entropy change and the adiabatic temperature change in 

'the Ce5SixGe, alloy system for a field change of 10 T." 

Alloy 

CesGe4 11.4 14.7 7.0 

Ce~Sk~Ge3.s 11.3 14.6 7.0 

Ce~Sil.sGe2.~ 10.8 10.3 5.6 

CesSi2.2Ge1.8 4.9% 9.1 4.9 

Ce5Si,Ge 4.8* 9.9 4.9 

a The ordering temperatures shown here were calculated from the heat capacity data and are in good 

agreement with those calculated from magnetization measurements (Table 3.1). 

* The starred values denote N&el temperatures. 

The magnetic entropy calculated from the magnetization data is in good agreement with 

that calculated from the heat capacity data as illustrated in Figs. 3.33 and 3.34. 

0 6 10 75 M 25 
Twmwratum CKI 

Fig 3.33. The values of magnetic entropy change calculated from magnetization and heat 

capacity data for the Ce5Sil.5Ge2.5 for various field changes are in good agreement. 
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Fig 3.34. Comparison of the magnetocaloric effect, -AS,+,, of CesSio.2Ge3.8 calculated from both 

magnetization and heat capacity data. 

3.4 Conclusion 

The magnetic properties of Ce&.,Ge, alloy system are different from those of the other 

lanthanide systems. All the alloys in general have an AFM component at low fields which 

transforms to a ferromagnetic or a femmagnetic interaction at higher fields in the 

monoclinic and orthorhombic structures. The monoclinic phase displays the presence of 

much higher magnetocrystalline anisotropy than the other two phases. The tetragonal phase 

has a dominant AFM interaction even at moderately high fields - 1 T. The orthorhombic 

phase has the highest ordering temperature in this system. With the exception of the 

tetragonal phase, where the Curie temperature increases with increasing Ge content, 
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composition has little to no effect on the ordering temperature within each solid solution 

region. 

The magnetocaloric effect in these alloys is moderate with the highest being 14.7 J/kg.K for 

the CesGe4 alloy that occurs at a temperature of 11.5 K for a field change of 10 T. Thus, 

these alloys can be used for low temperature refiigeration applications in conjunction with 

other heavy lanthanide 5:4 alloy systems. 
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Chapter 4: General Conclusions 

4.1 Conclusions 

The crystal structure and the phase relationships in the CesSi4,Ge, system were 

determined. The alloy system was discovered to exist in 3 different crystal structures. The 

Si rich region - where 0 5 x  52.15 - exists in the Zr&-type tetragonal structure whereas 

the Ge based solid solution with 3.1 < x 54 exists in the Sm~Ged-type orthorhombic 

structure. The intermediate phase formed when 2.35 < x 52.8 is found to crystallize in the 

GdsSizGez-type monoclinic structure. 

The structural parameters of all the alloys prepared in the system were determined by the 

refinement of their XRD data. An analysis of the cell volumes of the alloy system was used 

to determine the phase boundaries present in this alloy system. 

The mechanical properties of the alloys follow a systematic trend. The hardness values 

decrease uniformly as silicon is substituted with germanium. It was also noticed that the 

monoclinic phase exhibited the least brittleness characterized by twinning of the lattice and 

presence of additional Si-Si bonds between the slabs. 

The magnetic properties of the Ce5Si4.,Gex alloy system are different from those of the 

other lanthanide systems. All the alloys in general have an AFM component at low fields 

which transforms to a ferromagnetic or a femmagnetic interaction at higher fields in the 

monoclinic and orthorhombic structures. The monoclinic phase displays the presence of 
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much higher magnetocrystalline anisotropy than the other phases. The tetragonal phase has 

a dominant AFM interaction even at moderately high fields - 1 T. The orthorhombic phase 

has the highest ordering temperature in this system. With the exception of the tetragonal 

phase where the Curie temperature increases with Ge content, composition has no effect on 

the ordering temperature. 

The magnetocaloric effect in these alloys is moderate with the highest being 14.7 J/kg.K for 

the CesGe4 alloy that occurs at a temperature of 11.5 K for a field change of 10 T. Thus, 

these alloys can be used for low temperature refrigeration applications in conjunction with 

other heavier lanthanide 5:4 alloy systems. 

4.2 Recommendations for Future Research 

The light lanthanide systems in general present an interesting subject of research due to 

their anomalous behavior as compared to the heavy lanthanide systems. Further, data 

available on these systems are still far from sufficient to have a good understanding of the 

fundamental phenomena that occur in these systems under the presence of a magnetic field. 

In particular, the Ce system is much more complex than any other light lanthanide system 

as it is compounded by issues like exhibition of multiple valency states when subjected to 

high pressures or low temperatures and a strong influence of the Kondo effect. Thus, future 

studies might be conducted in a more exhaustive fashion by accounting for these 

phenomena. 

Other areas of research in this system include magnetization behavior of single crystal in 

magnetic fields and the resulting MCE effect for all the alloys in this system, ultra-low 
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temperature study involving magnetization as a function of temperature of Ce5Sh alloy and 

the estimation of MCE of Ce& alloy. 
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